Scientists are sticklers for not really believing what until someone explains how. That is, they'll see that something happens, but until research reveals how it happens the phenomenon remains a bit dodgy. So it is with the power of exercise to spur...
With the nation’s 78 million baby boomers approaching the age of those dreaded “where did I leave my keys?” moments, it’s no wonder the market for computer-based brain training has shot up from essentially zero in 2005 to $80 million this year, according to the consulting firm SharpBrains.
But while the puzzles, math questions, reading exercises and other challenges in, say, Nintendo’s Brain Age are billed as just entertainment, other brain software claims to do more. And it does: if you practice eye-hand coordination, do memory exercises and sharpen your problem-solving acumen, you get better at them (at least in the immediate aftermath of training), as the MindFit brain-exercise software from Israel’s CogniFit Ltd. has been found to do after people used it for three months.

Now comes the largest and most rigorous study of a commercially-available training program, and it shows that there is hope for aging brains. This morning, at the meeting of the Gerontological Society of America, scientists are presenting data showing that after eight weeks of daily one-hour sessions with Brain Fitness 2.0 from Posit Science, elderly volunteers got measurably better in their brain’s speed and accuracy of processing. And unlike every other training program tested before, the improvements “generalize to broad measures of cognition and are noticeable in everyday life,” Elizabeth Zelinski of the University of Southern California, who led the IMPACT (Improvement in Memory with Plasticity-based Adaptive Cognitive Training) Study, reports.

Perhaps surprisingly, Brain Fitness exercises hearing, not what people generally think of as, well, thinking. You determine whether a swooping sound rises in frequency or falls, for instance, follow a series of instructions using a computer mouse (move the boy to the ice-cream store and the girl to the post office . . . ), and tell apart similar sounds. The program is auditory-based, explains Posit CEO Jeff Zimman, because most people take in most everyday information through hearing.

For the IMPACT study, 468 participants, all healthy adults 65 and over, were divided into two groups. One received an hour a day of training on BrainFitness for eight to ten weeks, and the other (the control group) got the same amount of computer-based learning. That choice of control group is significant. It means that Brain Fitness was being compared not to staring into space or some similarly unhelpful activity, but to one that might reasonably be expected to improve mental ability.

On processing speed, the Brain Fitness group got twice as fast, going from 116 milliseconds to respond to a test stimulus to just 51 second. The control group showed no improvement, their processing speed essentially unchanged (120 milliseconds to 113).

On overall memory, as tested by recalling digits in reverse order to that they had heard, the Brain Fitness group also improved, from a score of 97 to 101. The controls barely budged, rising from 97 to 98.

Most important, the “everyday cognition” of the Brain Fitness group improved, from a raw score of 2240 to 2170 (lower is better). The control group actually got worse, going from a score of 2210 to 2240.

Because the Brain Fitness group showed greater improvements than the controls, including on tasks that the computer-based exercises did not explicitly target, it suggests that the auditory training has altered something fundamental in the brain and not just specific circuits for, say, memory.

“This is the first study to show that the gains are generalizable, that people can improve on tasks they did not specifically practice,” says Henry Mahncke, Posit’s vice-president for research and outcomes. “By targeting listening skills, rather than giving people tips and tricks to help them remember things, we are working on the brain in a fundamentally different way.” Improving the speed and accuracy of auditory processing, Mahncke says, “probably causes neuronal networks that represent information to become bound together more tightly.”

The gains held up 90 days after the elderly volunteers stopped using the program, and scientists are optimistic that the improvements will not fade away. Zimman draws an analogy to bicycle riding: even if you have not ridden a bike in years, once you’ve learned you never forget, probably because the circuitry that underlies that skill has become hard-wired in the cerebellum.

So it may be with training like Posit’s that “re-wires the brain” in an enduring way. (Some of the researchers involved in Brain Fitness also developed a computer-based exercise that rewire the auditory cortex of children with dyslexia, producing lasting improvements in reading ability even after the kids graduate out of the training.)

“There are brain games for entertainment and there is cognitive training that changes brain function,” says Zimman. "There is room for both, but people should know which is which."
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